ManpowerGroup

Experience required for the Job: 4 - 8 years

Annual Salary of the Job: 0.00 - 0.00 Lacs

Job Location: Chennai

Warm Greetings from ManpowerGroup!

We are looking candidates for requirement with Quality assurance engineer requirement-
Paypal(Contract)-Chennai

Client Name: Paypal

Mode: Contract

Exp: 4+ Yrs

Location: Chennai

Knowledge of Object-Oriented programming principles.

Strong automation skills using Java, Selenium, TestNG framework

Experience developing test automation systems.

Knowledge of Operating Systems (Linux, Windows), Database/SQL

Ability to create test plans, test cases and track resolution of software defects.

Able to evangelize test innovations, through prototyping or other means and
typically finds the most challenging bugs and quality issues.

Passionate about quality, wants to make a difference.

Self-motivated and fully committed dynamic individual with ability to adapt and adjust to fast-paced environment.
If Interested, Kindly share your updated profile with the following information

1. Total years of Experience
2. Relevant years of experience
3. Current CTC
4. Expt CTC
5. Notice Period
6. Pan No:
7. Current Location:
8. Willing to work in contract(Y/N):

Thanks & Regards,

Govindarajan.P
p.govindarajan@in.experis.com